[Molecular analysis of transformation into blast crisis in chronic myelogenous leukemia].
Molecular events associated with the transformation into blast crisis phase in Ph1-positive CML were analyzed in the present study. The 9;22 chromosomal translocation in CML generates the bcr/abl fused gene coding P210bcr/abl that has enhanced tyrosine kinase activity. In 55 CML cases, Southern and RT-PCR analysis revealed that breakpoints of the bcr gene on chromosome 22q11 were clustered in M-bcr, except for one case and no obvious difference was observed between chronic and crisis phases. However, blast crisis cells displayed enhanced the expression of bcr/abl mRNA, when compared with those in chronic phase cells. By DNA transfection and PCR analysis, the point-mutational activation of N-ras oncogene was rarely identified, and no point-mutational activation of fms gene was found in the crisis phase cases. On the other hand, 2 out of 13 crisis cases contained gross alteration of p53 anti-oncogene. Furthermore, all 4 myeloid crisis cases and K562 cells showed disappearance of the P53 transcript, and MC3 cells derived from a myeloid crisis case showed an aberrant transcript, whereas chronic phase cases, Ph1-positive ALL cell lines and lymphoid crisis cases including NALM-1 cells showed normal expression of the P53 gene. At present, the precise mechanism associated with the blastic trans-formation in CML remain to be determined. The present study suggested one possibility that a selective and progressive process of Ph1 clone with high expression of the bcr/abl gene may be involved with the transformation into non-lymphoid crisis phases from chronic phases. In addition, this progression may be accelerated by the alteration of p53 anti-oncogene, or/and rarely by the point-mutational activation of ras oncogene family.